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About This Game

Shadow Play is a game with simple rule: the ball will roll over the shadows. The ball moves according to the general laws of
physics, and can be stopped at any moment if you have remaining "Pause count"s. The goal of every stage is collecting every

stars in the stage.

Features

5 different themes

100+ stages in total

4 unique objects
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Title: Shadow Play
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Han Jaehee
Publisher:
PsychoFlux Entertainment
Release Date: 20 Sep, 2018
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no cats only dogs

the penguin is ok. Really needs a real resolution.
It's like 300x400 and can't handle Fullscreen: it only stretches it, which makes it hard to look at. After making a Level and
saving it, the Game is back in it's original resoulution in the left upper corner. Only fixable with restarting the Game.
So the Editor is only use-able in Window-Mode.

After playing the first selfmade Level I only get a White Screen at start-up, but in the Editor via "Test Level" everything works.

Battle System seems a little bit clunky, but thats subjective.
Needs polishing.. gangbangin' with cute boys. Has the potential to be better than Command and Conquer. Maybe even better
than Starcraft when it's finished.. You can play the first couple levels free on android appstore, probably also available on the
apple appstore.
Check it out there first if you're not sure. Besides that, the game is pretty creative and it's very rewarding when you finally crack
another pattern.

Seems like the only descent math game on Steam to be honest.. I don't know what this is doing here on steam, I know it's not for
my age but I expected more than this.
It should be on playstore for android devices.. Pros: Free

Cons: Kind of boring after a while
Doesn't really add anything to the genre

Do you get one Hour of gameplay per $6 paid?: Yes, got about 5 hours.

Ease of 100%: Easy, time Consuming
(100% Being all achievements, Unlocks, Upgrades, Ect.). quot;Thumbs up". It's discount Doom with snarky commentary :)

I got this on sale as part of a bundle package, and among all of the Serious Sam VR options, this one is the best looking. It's not
the most engaging story, but who cares? There's no shortage of monsters to mow down nor weapons with which to do so.
Playing on "normal" difficulty nets you a reasonably fun romp through various environments with an assortment of shooting
galleries.
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If it's on sale, it's worth a buy, a good time-killer for some seated play while taking a break from playing Skyrim VR standing
for hours at a time.. What sets this apart from all other vr "games" i've experienced to this date is how well the facial animations
and eye movements are done in this vr game. I don't think any other vr game out there is that attentive to the details of their art
assets, and really does a great job of alleviating the "uncanny valley" concern that comes with VR storytelling. This "game" has
set the bar quite high, in my opinion. I hope to see more games do this.
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Exceptional tennis game! It has been worked on after launch and is amazing now!. this game is really poorly made i am not fan
of playing style it need's a lot of work
game looks like chash grab id run for hills if i was you
get stuff from game yet can't trade it so id have say game sucks. its not gonna be for most people. What is the point of this
game? all you do is fly in a toilet piece of crap space and shoot meteors. pointless please don't get this game. Veey good game
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